
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a quantitative risk analyst. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for quantitative risk analyst

Represents the Fixed Income risk management practices and policies to
investment professionals and external clients / parties
Develops risk management and surveillance solutions
ODevelops risk methodology and scenario analysis capabilities to enhance
risk assessment in Fixed Income portfolios
ODevelops top down and bottom up portfolio risk reports to identify and
monitor the major risks in portfolios
OEvaluates, maintains, and validates third party analytic systems (attribution,
tracking error, ) and valuation models (interest rate, prepayment, credit)
OPerforms quantitative analyses and provides recommendations to develop
system solutions required for client, internal and regulatory risk analysis
Model risk management activities include, but are not limited to, model
validation such as assessing the conceptual soundness, evaluating model
assumptions and data integrity, testing model numerical, statistical, and/or
computational accuracy, performing outcomes analysis, and reviewing model
governance and control process
Document and present observations to the AMRM team and to model
owners and users, recommend management action plans, and track
remediation progress
Develop tools for portfolio analytics (cash, sensitivities, prices)
Collects, analyzes, and interprets financial data

Qualifications for quantitative risk analyst

Example of Quantitative Risk Analyst Job Description
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statistics/mathematics, sciences or engineering (or equivalent), higher degree
or PhD related to any of the above areas
Strong knowledge of pricing complex derivatives and performing advanced
statistical analysis on underlying risk factors (returns’ distribution, volatility,
correlations)
Preference will be given to candidate who can demonstrate the ability in
developing risk models like Historical VaR, Monte Carlo VaR, Multi-Factor Risk
Models, Stressed VaR, Liquidity Risk models
The candidate should also have had academic experience in probability
theory, stochastic processes
Extensive knowledge of financial markets, products, methodologies and
financial analytics including an understanding of the key concepts of
derivative instrument pricing and risk measurement
A major in mathematics, statistics, industrial engineering, accounting,
economics, business administration, finance, or other fields related to the
financial services industry


